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Act One -- "Goose": The rarest of all Hall of Fame plaques in the hallowed halls of Cooperstown is one for a relief pitcher. But this year, that number will increase by one with 

the induction of "Goose" Gossage. This was the ninth consideration for Gossage's election to the National Baseball Hall of Fame, but the honor was well worth the wait.  

        Gossage was described as a dominating, hard throwing, intimidating and menacing appearing pitcher. Not only did "Goose" make a career out of closing, he also defined the 

role of a closer. Unlike today's closers, "Goose" closed out the game from the seventh through to the ninth inning, not just in the ninth inning. 
        This big and intimidating man felt a bit of trepidation as he prepared for immortalization, as he thought about the legendary players who would be sitting behind him.   Even 

though, "Goose" played for nine different MLB teams, he will wear a New York Yankees cap for his induction.  

Educational theme: The game of baseball has evolved into many specific roles to be played. Modern baseball strategy involves the complex utilization of the entire team roster to 
succeed and ultimately win the game. Much like entertainers and actors, athletes have specific roles to play during the competition. 

Educational theme: This was a good example of pedagogy. The pedagogy of sport involves the explanation, demonstration and observation of skillful acts. Often it is an informal 

opportunity to observe the bio-mechanics and attitudinal strategies of sport.  
Educational theme: Immortalization of an athlete by election into a hall of fame is the ultimate recognition of a great career. It is a coveted measure of achievement. 

 

Act Two - "Goose on Tour": Forty-nine Hall of Famers were honored before the 2008 MLB All-Star Game in Yankee Stadium, including this year’s inductee and fan favorite -- 
"Goose" Gossage.  As "Goose" rode through New York City in the All-Star Game Parade, he openly commented, "I am in awe of the whole day.  I am amazed being part of this ... 

the All-Star Game and being inducted."  

       The National Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown welcomed "Goose" Gossage with a traditional pre-induction tour. One of the most popular and successful exhibits at the 
Hall is "Women in Baseball."   "Goose" was fascinated and in awe of the All American Girls League. When "Goose" descended into the vault, he got the opportunity to see some 

changes in the game with an up close and personal examination of baseball artifacts and Yankees' memorabilia. While posing for photographs at the wall where his plaque will be 

placed, this well-spoken and articulate public speaker contemplated his induction speech.  

Educational theme: Humility is marked by modesty in behavior, attitude or spirit, while showing a submissive respect. 

Educational theme: Federal law through Title IX requires equal opportunity in education, funding and facilities. This gender equity law has significantly advanced women's 

active participation in education, athletics and professional careers. 
Educational theme: Advancement of technology is one method to enhance performance and to make participation safer. The study and application of athletic equipment 

engineering is used by every sport manufacturer and participant.  
Educational theme: Memorabilia is part of baseball history. These are objects valued for their connection with historical events or people worthy of remembrance.  

 

Act Three -- "Clutch": The answer to the TWIBIA question is Hoyt Wilhelm, who did not have seven seasons (only six) with at least 100 innings pitched -- all in relief. Hoyt was 
the first relief pitcher elected to the Hall of Fame. 

       The viewer heard of several classic tidbits from some of the past speeches by Hall of Fame inductees, including Yogi Berrra, Ernie Banks, Casey Stengel, Mickey Mantle and 

Ted Williams.  This week, "Goose" Gossage and multi-team manager Dick Williams, will enter the hall of Fame and give their acceptance speeches.   
       The Dugout Chatter segment referenced the candid comments of Hall of Fame inductee Dick Williams, as he communicated with players, during the 1984 World Series. One 

such memorable chat was on the pitcher's mound with Gossage, who was about to face the legendary power hitter Kirk Gibson. The Padres elected to pitch to Gibson and try to 

strike him out, rather than walk him. Kirk ended the drama with a classic World Series home run.  
Educational theme: Trivia is a seemingly superfluous and insignificant event; however it is an important component of baseball legend, lore and tradition. For both fans and 

players, trivia is a source of fun and interest in the American institution called baseball.   

Educational theme: Speeches require much preparation and planning to express thoughts, feelings, and works in an articulate manner. 
Educational theme: Quotable quotes are parts of public speeches that are taken out of context that are filled with the infinite wisdom of a lifetime. 

Educational theme: One of the key components of sports psychology is good communication. Players cannot learn and coaches cannot teach without clear and open lines of 

communication. Managerial leadership and communication are necessary for a team's success. 

 

Act Four -- "Baseball is ...": Baseball is celebrating the past this week, and the lead singer of the rock and roll band Rev Theory. appreciates the tradition, history and grandeur of 

Yankee Stadium. The Canadian member of the band loves to recall the 1993 World Series winning walk-off home run by Joe Carter of the Toronto Blue Jays. The Philadelphia 
Phillies fan in the band doesn't recall the 1980 Phillies World Series championship – because that’s the year he was born -- but he does remember the mustachioed great third 

baseman Mike Schmidt.  

          The band compared the mustaches of the New York Yankees Jason Giambi and the Hall of Fame superstar Mike Schmidt of the Phillies. They declared Schmidt's 'stash the 
title winner, due to "better character." The band's theory is that baseball has the best superstitions in sport. For example, some players believe something unrelated to the game 

(wearing a mustache) can improve performance (hitting home runs).    

Educational theme: Landmark performances are informal ways to measure and evaluate performance, activity, and achievement. It is an account collected, written and preserved 
for future generations.   

Educational theme: Superstitions are irrational beliefs that something unrelated to the activity influences the outcome. This ignorance of nature or faith in luck is often considered 

a sign of a lack of self-confidence. Confidence is the belief in yourself and optimism that you can do it. 

 

Act Five -- "How 'bout that!": TWIB featured the best plays of the week set to the music of Cruel Black Dove from their album Full Powers.  Clips featured numerous grand 

slam and long home runs; a plethora of sensational leaping, diving and fence- crashing catches requiring maximum effort and determination to make the play; and several 
humorous misplays to demonstrate the effect of gravity, as awkward stumbles on the field. TWIB sited the 40th save of Francisco Rodriquez, the closing pitcher for the Los 

Angeles Angels. The segment ended by showing the Baltimore Orioles' Luke Scott's game winning walk-off home run and his jubilant, but unnecessary slide into home plate. 

Educational theme: Teachers, coaches and athletes can use the story for study and to discuss the theory of gravity and the significance of the science of sport. Lessons can be 
focused from math to physics on sport science. 

Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, grace, and rhythmic movements of elite athletes. The aesthetic quality of a well-executed play enhances 

the appreciation of baseball. 
Educational theme: Once the student has carefully observed the required effort and the bio-mechanics of premier athletes, then the movements can be easily copied and 

performed by the learner. The student is then physically educated. 


